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For a bipartite state with equal local dimension d , we prove that one can obtain work gain under Landauer’s
erasure process on one party in the identically and independently distributed limit when the corresponding
fully entangled fraction is larger than 1

d
. By processing a given state to the maximally mixed state, we give an

approximation for the largest extractable work with an error in the energy scale, which becomes negligible in
the large system limit. As a step to link quantum thermodynamics and quantum nonlocality, we also provide a
simple picture to approximate the optimal work extraction and suggest a potential thermodynamic interpretation
of the fully entangled fraction for isotropic states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum thermodynamics and quantum nonlocality share
similar capacity to tell quantum and classical regimes apart.
For quantum nonlocality, we have the famous Einstein-
Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) paradox [1] and Bell’s inequality [2]
to illustrate the bizarre nature of quantum theory. On the other
hand, for quantum thermodynamics, a multitude of intriguing
phenomena related to various definitions of work have been
addressed [3]. Examples such as Landauer’s principle [4,5],
different scenarios on work extraction [6–8], the minimal
work cost of running different processes such as a completely
positive trace-preserving map (CPTPM) [9,10], or an erasure
process [11], and other related results [12–18] certify the
importance in this direction.

Even though the awareness of the relations between work
and entanglement [13], coherence [19,20], or other quantum
correlations [14,16,21] has already been studied in the lit-
erature, a quantitative connection to nonlocal properties such
as quantum nonlocality [22], quantum steerability [23,24], and
the usefulness of teleportation [25–28] still remains as an open
question deserving further study. To this end, we adapt a well-
known quantity called fully entangled fraction (FEF) [27,28],
which acts as a useful measurement in characterizing different
nonlocal properties [22,29–32]. In this work, we try to bridge
quantum thermodynamics and quantum nonlocality together,
by relating work gain under different processes to FEF.

With the help of FEF, for a given bipartite quantum state ρ

acting on Cd ⊗ Cd , we derive an inequality to conclude that
in the identically and independently distributed (iid) limit, it is
always possible to have work gain (i.e., negative work cost) of
an erasure process on one party of ρ, provided that ρ has a FEF
larger than 1

d
. This result gives an alternative interpretation for

every state useful for teleportation [25,27], which is equivalent
to enabling work gain under the local erasure process. For a
specified temperature T , we define work extraction to be a
process mapping the initial state with a fully degenerate system
Hamiltonian to the final Gibbs state in T with the Hamiltonian
equal to the initial one. With some prerequisites, we obtain an
approximation for the largest extractable work, up to an error in
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the energy scale which can be dropped when the system is large
enough. This approximation not only provides a clear strategy
for work extraction, which consists of two local operations
and classical communications (LOCCs) plus one local erasure
process, but also suggests we interpret the FEF for isotropic
states [27] as a concept equivalent to the minimal work cost of
the erasure process on one party.

This paper is structured as follows. The notations used and
the underline scenario to define the erasure process and the
work extraction are described in Sec. II. Then, in Sec. III,
the first main result (Theorem 1) is illustrated and proved,
which gives an inequality linking the FEF and the work gain
of the local erasure process. The saturation for this inequality
is discussed in Sec. IV, as a corollary of the approximation of
the optimal extractable work (Theorem 2). Furthermore, we
apply this result to isotropic states and arbitrary pure states in
the remaining part of Sec. IV, where the former suggests to us
a thermodynamic interpretation of the FEF and the latter sug-
gests a nearly local protocol to extract the maximal work of an
arbitrary pure state. Finally, in Sec. V we give the conclusion.

II. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS

Throughout this paper, we only consider quantum states
ρ acting on a bipartite system, Cd ⊗ Cd , with equal local
dimension d = 2l for some natural number l ∈ N. For such
a system, we call the first party “Alice” and the second party
“Bob.” The collection of all quantum states acting on this
bipartite system is denoted as L(Cd ⊗ Cd ). The conditional
von Neumann entropies (see, for example, Ref. [33]) of a given
state ρ ∈ L(Cd ⊗ Cd ) are

S(A|B)ρ := S(ρ) − S(ρB),

S(B|A)ρ := S(ρ) − S(ρA), (1)

where S(ρ) := −tr(ρ log2 ρ) is the von Neumann entropy of
the quantum state ρ and ρA := trB(ρ) [ρB := trA(ρ)] is the
local state on Alice’s (Bob’s) side.

The FEF [27,28] of a given state ρ ∈ L(Cd ⊗ Cd ) is
defined by

F(ρ) := max
|�〉

〈�|ρ|�〉, (2)
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where the maximization is taken over all maximally entangled
states |�〉 ∈ Cd ⊗ Cd . It is well known that the FEF has
been successfully applied to characterize different nonlocal
properties. For instance, a quantum state ρ ∈ L(Cd ⊗ Cd ) is
useful for the standard teleportation if and only if F(ρ) > 1

d

[27]; while ρ is k-copy nonlocal (and hence k-copy steerable) if
F(ρ) > 1

d
[30]. Sufficient conditions for quantum steerability

can also be given by the FEF [31,32]. Therefore, if one is
able to link the FEF with quantum thermodynamics, it can be
a good starting point for bridging quantum nonlocality and
quantum thermodynamics.

For a given state ρ ∈ L(Cd ⊗ Cd ), we want to consider
extractable work from the information content of ρ. More
precisely, we tend to define work extraction by asking the
following: how much work can be extracted from ρ by
processing it to the maximally mixed state I

d2 ? The reason to
adapt this definition is because we expect the maximally mixed
state to contain the least useful information content. Therefore
processing ρ to it should be a natural way to obtain the optimal
amount of work from the useful information possessed
by ρ.

To study work extraction and other processes, rigorously,
we need to specify our framework, which is inspired by
Ref. [11]. Let us consider that the system S = Cd ⊗ Cd

couples to an environment E, so that S ⊗ E is a closed
system with only unitary time evolution. We require the
initial system Hamiltonian to be fully degenerate. This means
any computational basis will be an energy eigenbasis; in
particular, we are allowed to choose the computational basis
in the form {|n1〉 ⊗ |n2〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |nl〉 | n1,n2, . . . ,nl ∈ {0,1}},
where {|0〉,|1〉} is a single qubit computational basis. The
environment consists of two parts: a heat bath BT , in a finite and
positive temperature T , and an observer O. We further assume
the observer possesses a subsystem, called a battery, which is
assumed to be the perfect energy storage to store or withdraw
energy without loss. The battery is also assumed to be able to
generate energy in the form of work. For example, it can be a
collection of work qubits [6] or a suspended weight that will
be raised or lowered [7,12]. In this sense, if energy is extracted
from the system by the observer and stored in the battery, one
can output the same amount of work from the battery. Theoret-
ically and ideally, it is in this sense that we talk about “work.”

With the above setting, we can now consider the process that
may help us to draw work from the system. For this purpose,
we introduce the allowed actions for the observer O to apply,
which amounts to the observer’s abilities to manipulate the
system.

(a) Raising or lowering the energy level. This action allows
the observer to raise or lower the energy level of the system
(e.g., by adjusting the magnetic field), which is a crucial
action for work extraction. If the system is at an energy level
n and the observer changes the corresponding energy from
En to E′

n, we define the work gain (for the observer) to be
E′

n − En [11]. Note that we call it work gain based on the
assumption of the existence of the ideal battery. This definition
can be generalized to arbitrary states ρ ∈ L(Cd ⊗ Cd ) by
tr[ρ(H ′ − H )], where H is the initial system Hamiltonian and
H ′ is the final Hamiltonian after this action, i.e., raising or
lowering manipulation. We use AR/L to denote the set of all
actions of this type.

(b) Thermalization. Within this action, the observer will
make (part of) the system couple to the heat bath BT to achieve
thermalization, and then the system will decouple from BT at
the end of this action. This amounts to running some CPTPMs
on the system, which is mainly used to make the system go
to the Gibbs state. Although a CPTPM does need work cost
[10], we assume that this cost is covered by the heat bath rather
than the observer. Hence, we assume no energy change of the
observer in this action. We use AT to denote the set of all
actions of this type with temperature T .

(c) Unitary operations. This action includes mappings in
the form ρ �→ ∫

U (d2) UρU †PUdU for some probability density

function PU over the unitary group U (d2). Also, we allow
the observer to select specific results and abandon the rest,
resulting in nonzero failure probability. Note that unlike the
actions of thermalization, this action needs work cost from the
observer [10]. In the case of negative work cost, we define it
to be work gain (upon success) given the existence of the ideal
battery. We use AU to denote the set of all actions of this type.

Apart from the actions of unitary operations, we also allow
the following source of probabilistic nature, which is a special
action for the observer:

(d) δ approximation. Within this action, the observer is
allowed to approximate the original input state by another
state which is δ closed to it (a state ρ is δ closed to another
state σ if their trace distance [9] is upper bounded by δ, i.e.,
1
2‖ρ − σ‖1 � δ). This conceptual action has no real effect on
the state, and it is introduced so that in our framework one can
define allowed processes rigorously and completely. Note that
this step will result in nonzero failure probability. We use Aδ

to denote the set of all actions with δ precision of this type.
Now, we are in a position to define process in our

framework: for a given state ρ ∈ L(Cd ⊗ Cd ), we define an
allowed process for ρ, denoted byPρ , to be a finite sequence of
actions, Pρ = {An}Nn=1 ⊂ AR/L ∪ AT ∪ AU ∪ Aδ , such that
its behavior on the system can be mathematically written as
AN ◦ AN−1 ◦ · · · ◦ A1, where A1 is acting on ρ with the initial
system Hamiltonian H (fully degenerate) and AN will output
a final state with the final system Hamiltonian being equal to
the original one, i.e., H . Note that due to this definition, the
observer can apply one and only one action at one time. To
illustrate our idea, let us consider the proof of Theorem I.1
in del Rio et al. [11] as an example. In their proof, in order
to construct an erasure process on the given state ρ, they first
choose a subsystem which is δ closed to a maximally entangled
pure state |�〉, and then they apply work extraction “for |�〉”
on the given system. The work extraction they use for |�〉
consists of actions in AR/L ∪ AT only (see Fig. 4 in Ref. [11]).
In our framework, such a process can therefore be written as
Pρ = {An}Nn=1, where A1 ∈ Aδ and {An}Nn=2 ⊂ AR/L ∪ AT .
As mentioned previously, the action of δ approximation
results in a probabilistic nature. This can be seen by the
failure probability for the above process, which is less than δ

as proved by Supplementary Lemma IV.3 in Ref. [11].
Now, we define WA(ρ) to be the work gain for an action

A on ρ upon success. Following this definition, we can define
the work gain of an allowed process Pρ = {An}Nn=1, denoted
by W (Pρ), to be W (Pρ) := ∑N

n=1 WAn
(ρ), upon the success

of all the involved actions. This also explains why we define
an allowed process to be a chain of actions rather than a single
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mapping: if one defines a process to be a mapping, it may be
ill-defined physically: there may be different chains of actions
with different net work gains resulting in the same mapping,
which is, however, not the physical property that we expect.

III. LOCAL ERASURE PROCESS AND FULLY
ENTANGLED FRACTION

Consider a given quantum state ρ ∈ L(Cd ⊗ Cd ). Within
our framework introduced in Sec. II, we say PEr|A

ρ is a local
(Landauer’s) erasure process for ρ on Alice’s side if (i)
PEr|A

ρ = P|φ〉〈φ|, where |φ〉〈φ| is a purification of ρ (and the
additional space needed for the purification is assumed to be
included in the space of the observer), and (ii) P|φ〉〈φ| maps
|φ〉〈φ| �→ |0〉〈0| ⊗ trA|φ〉〈φ|, i.e., the state outside Alice’s
local system will be preserved. Here, we use the notation
|0〉〈0| := (|0〉〈0|)⊗l . This shows why we call it a local erasure
process. Also, we only consider the minimal deterministic
average work cost in the iid limit of erasure process defined as
follows [11] (note that we have a minus sign here because we
always reserve the positive value for work gain):

− WEr(ρ) := inf
{
w|∃{

PEr|A
ρ⊗k

}∞
k=1 s.t.

lim
k→∞

P
[−W

(
PEr|A

ρ⊗k

)
� kw

] = 1
}
, (3)

where P [−W (P) � x] is the probability for the process P
to achieve work cost −W (P) no greater than x (recall the
probabilistic nature of allowed actions). To understand the
meaning of this definition, note that only the regime k � 1 will
be important. Hence, −WEr(ρ)k is the minimal work cost that
can be achieved almost with certainty for any large enough k,
and the probability of failure will go to zero when k → ∞. This
justifies the interpretation of minimal deterministic average
work cost in the iid limit. From Ref. [11], we have the following
upper bounds:

− WEr(ρ) � S(A|B)ρkBT ln 2. (4)

The remarkable consequence of the above inequality is the
existence of the negative work cost of the local erasure
process for some entangled states [11], which also implies
that WEr(ρ) > 0 serves as an entanglement witness. However,
how strong the entanglement needs to be in order to have work
gain under the local erasure process is still unknown. This is
one example of questions that can be answered by our first
main result, which is a direct consequence of the following
lemma, whose proof can be found in Appendix A:

Lemma 1. If F(ρ) > 1
d

, then

S(A|B)ρ � − log2 F(ρ)d. (5)

Combining Eq. (4) and Lemma 1, we obtain our first main
result:

Theorem 1. If F(ρ) > 1
d

, then

WEr(ρ) � kBT lnF(ρ)d. (6)

In other words, states with a FEF larger than 1
d

enable work
gain under the local erasure process.

A. Theorem 1 and teleportation

Several remarks can be made accordingly. As the first one,
we recall the famous result developed by Horodecki et al. [27]
that a given state ρ ∈ L(Cd ⊗ Cd ) is useful for teleportation
if and only if F(ρ) > 1

d
. Together with Theorem 1, one learns

that a state ρ ∈ L(Cd ⊗ Cd ) admits deterministic work gain
in the iid limit under the local erasure process if it is useful
for teleportation. This build a simple but quantitative link
between the erasure process and the teleportation power. Also,
Ref. [11] shows that WEr(ρ) > 0 is a sufficient condition of
entanglement. Via Theorem 1, one is able to partially address
the converse—we learn that F(ρ) > 1

d
is a sufficient condition

of WEr(ρ) > 0. This means when the entanglement is strong
enough (in the sense that FEF > 1

d
), there exists a local erasure

process inducing work gain.

B. Theorem 1 and nonlocal properties

As another remark, Theorem 1 can be used to establish a
sufficient condition of locality and nonsteerability for a certain
class of quantum states with FEF > 1

d
. To see this, we note

that Theorem 1 implies the following upper bound on the FEF
of the given state ρ with F(ρ) > 1

d
:

F(ρ) � 1

d
e

WEr(ρ)
kB T . (7)

As an example, consider the isotropic state [27] defined by

ρiso(p) := p|�+
d 〉〈�+

d | + (1 − p)
I

d2
, (8)

where |�+
d 〉 := 1√

d

∑d−1
i=0 |ii〉 is the generalized singlet and

p ∈ [− 1
d2−1 ,1] due to the positivity of a quantum state.

As a direct corollary, since ρiso is entangled if and only
if F(ρiso) > 1

d
[22], Theorem 1 implies ρiso admits work

gain under the local erasure process if and only if ρiso is
entangled. For other nonlocal correlations, we make use of
the well-known property of isotropic states: there exist many
thresholds for different nonlocal properties [22]. For instance,
there exist FLHV, Fπ

LHS, and FLHS such that ρiso is local
under general positive operator-valued measures (POVMs) if
F(ρiso) � FLHV [22,34]; ρiso is unsteerable under projective
POVMs if and only if F(ρiso) � Fπ

LHS = Hd+Hdd−d

d2 , where

Hd := ∑d
n=1

1
n

[24], and ρiso is unsteerable under general
POVMs if F(ρiso) � FLHS = p̃φ(1 − 1

d2 ) + 1
d2 , where p̃φ :=

3d−1
d2−1 (1 − 1

d
)d [34]. Applying Eq. (7) on ρiso with FEF > 1

d
,

we learn that it is local if

WEr(ρiso) � kBT lnFLHVd; (9)

it is unsteerable under general POVMs if

WEr(ρiso) � kBT ln

[
p̃φ

(
d − 1

d

)
+ 1

d

]
; (10)

it is unsteerable under projective POVMs if

WEr(ρiso) � kBT ln
Hd + Hdd − d

d
. (11)

Because there is a hierarchy consisting of different thresh-
olds for the FEF of isotropic states, one may wonder whether
Eq. (7) can map this hierarchy onto the one consisting of
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different erasure work costs. This can be achieved if the upper
bound in Eq. (7) is saturated by isotropic states. We come back
to this issue in Sec. IV A.

IV. WORK EXTRACTION PROCESS AND FULLY
ENTANGLED FRACTION

In this section, we want to study the relation between
work extraction and the fully entangled fraction. Before
proceeding, let us first define the former. Consider a given
state ρ ∈ L(Cd ⊗ Cd ). We sayPW

ρ is a work extraction process

for ρ if it is an allowed process having I
d2 as the final state.

Note that the final Hamiltonian is also fully degenerate in our
formalism, which means that the maximally mixed state equals
the Gibbs state in the given temperature. Due to this definition,
we define the largest deterministic extractable work in the iid
limit for ρ as

WTotal(ρ) := sup
{
w|∃{

PW
ρ⊗k

}∞
k=1 s.t.

lim
k→1

P
[
W

(
PW

ρ⊗k

)
� kw

] = 1
}
. (12)

Just like the definition of erasure work cost, WTotal(ρ) serves as
the maximal work gain from ρ with certainty in the iid limit.
This definition should be an answer to our initial question in the
iid limit, i.e., how much work can be extracted by processing
ρ to I

d2 ?
As a direct observation from Eq. (4), since the composition

of processes PW
(|0〉〈0|)⊗k ◦ PEr

ρ⊗k is a work extraction process, we
conclude that (see Appendix C for the proof)

WTotal(ρ) � kBT ln d2 − S(ρ)kBT ln 2. (13)

Before stating the main result, we need to introduce an
estimate done by Dahlsten et al. [12]. Define an ε-compression
action for ρ to be an action of unitary operations mapping
as ρ �→ UρU † such that UρU † is 2ε close to a state of
the form ρ ′ ⊗ |ψ〉〈ψ |, with success probability Psuccess �
1 − 2ε [35]. Then the process adapted by Ref. [12] is
given by {An}Nn=1, where A1 is an ε-compression action and
{An}Nn=2 amounts to a work extraction process on |ψ〉〈ψ |
with work gain kBT ln dψ , where dψ is the dimension of the
local system |ψ〉〈ψ |. We call them compression-extraction
processes and use the notation Pε

ρ to denote such processes
with Psuccess � 1 − 2ε. Then Theorem 2 in Ref. [12] states
that if the extractable work by a compression-extraction
process of a given bipartite state ρ ∈ L(Cd ⊗ Cd ) is lower
bounded by kBT ln d2 − [Hε

min(ρ) + 3 ln ε]kBT ln 2, then we
have Psuccess < 2ε. Here Hε

min(ρ) is the smooth min-entropy
of ρ, whose definition can be found in Eq. (D3) (we refer the
readers to Refs. [12,33] and references therein for the detail).

This means whenever one is able to choose some P
1
2 −ε
ρ to

extract WTotal(ρ) (therefore with Psuccess � 2ε), Theorem 2
in Ref. [12] becomes an upper bound on it: WTotal(ρ) <

kBT ln d2 − [Hε
min(ρ) + 3 ln ε]kBT ln 2. With Lemma 1 in

hand, we are now able to estimate WTotal(ρ) in terms of FEF and
conditional von Neumann entropy under the above conditions.
[We refer the reader to Appendix D for the proof; also, we
adapt the notation Smin(ρ) := min{S(ρA); S(ρB)}.]

Theorem 2. Given 0 < ε � 1
2 and δε := −3 ln ε, if (i)

F(ρ) > 1
d

, (ii) there exists P
1
2 −ε
ρ which can extract WTotal(ρ),

FIG. 1. Schematic interpretation of Eq. (14). Assume Smin(ρ) =
S(ρB) without a loss of generality. In this diagram, via an optimal
local erasure process in the iid limit on Alice’s side (the upper-left
arrow), a work extraction on Bob’s side (the upper-right arrow), and
a work extraction on Alice’s side (the downward arrow), WTotal(ρ) is
extracted (the dashed arrow), up to δεkBT ln 2.

and (iii) log2 ‖ρ‖∞ = log2 F(ρ)d − Smin(ρ), then

WTotal(ρ) ≈ kBT ln d2 − Smin(ρ)kBT ln 2 + WEr(ρ) (14)

and

WEr(ρ) ≈ kBT lnF(ρ)d, (15)

up to an error of δεkBT ln 2.
As a remark, Eq. (14) provides a picture (see Fig. 1) of an

approximately optimal global deterministic work extraction
in the iid limit. Note that the above approximation will be
faithful if δεkBT ln 2 � kBT ln d, i.e., if δε � l, where l is the
number of qubits in a single party (d = 2l). In other words,
δεkBT ln 2, which is the best resolution for energy in this case,
will be an irrelevant scale. Theorem 2 can be regarded as an
approximately sufficient condition of the tightness of Theorem
1, and thus Eq. (4) and Lemma 1. In particular, approximate
saturation for Lemma 1 together with condition (3) in the above
theorem implies the following corollary:

S(ρ) ≈ − log2 ‖ρ‖∞, (16)

up to an error of δε .
To illustrate the applications of Theorem 2, let us compute

some examples. In particular, what we want is a thermody-
namic interpretation of the FEF for certain quantum states.

Due to later consideration, let us define 
(ρ) :=
log2 ‖ρ‖∞ − [log2 F(ρ)d − Smin(ρ)]. The following subsec-
tions hold for ε values satisfying Theorem 2.

A. Theorem 2 and isotropic states

From Eq. (8), one can see that 
[ρiso(p)] = 0 for all p

[to prove this, it suffices to note that F(ρiso) = ‖ρiso‖∞ and
Smin(ρiso) = log2 d]. This means for isotropic states with FEF

> 1
d

, if there exists P
1
2 −ε
ρiso which can extract WTotal(ρiso),

then WTotal(ρiso) ≈ kBT ln d + WEr(ρiso) and WEr(ρiso) ≈
kBT lnF(ρiso)d up to an energy scale of δεkBT ln 2. In particu-
lar, the latter suggests a possible thermodynamic interpretation
of the FEF for isotropic states—up to δεkBT ln 2; the FEF of
isotropic states is a concept equivalent to the minimal deter-
ministic work cost in the iid limit of the local erasure process.

Also note that WEr(ρiso) ≈ kBT lnF(ρiso)d builds an ap-
proximate hierarchy according to the result discussed in
Sec. III B from the approximate saturation of Eq. (7); namely,
by substituting different FEF thresholds of nonlocal properties
for isotropic states into the saturation bound, one obtains the
corresponding erasure work cost threshold for isotropic states,
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FIG. 2. Schematic interpretation for the optimal deterministic
work extraction in the iid limit up to δεkBT ln 2. The upper-left arrow
is the quantum twirling bringing the input pure state to an isotropic
state, and the remaining processes, i.e., the upper-right and downward
arrows, are just the consequence of Eq. (14) on isotropic states.

up to the energy scale δεkBT ln 2. For example, if ρiso (with
FEF > 1

d
) can achieve the equality in Eq. (7), then Eq. (11)

implies ρiso is steerable under projective measurement if and
only if WEr(ρiso) � kBT ln Hd+Hdd−d

d
. Being saturated with a

resolution of δεkBT ln 2, we may interpret kBT ln Hd+Hdd−d

d

as an approximate energy threshold for isotropic states with a
possible error of δεkBT ln 2, which will be small when the
system is large enough. Similar argument applies to other
thresholds found in Sec. III B.

B. Theorem 2 and arbitrary pure states

Now let us consider the arbitrary pure states |φ〉 ∈ Cd ⊗ Cd

(we adapt the notation φ := |φ〉〈φ|). From Ref. [27], we learn
that every state ρ ∈ L(Cd ⊗ Cd ) can be turned into an isotropic
state via quantum twirling:

T (ρ) :=
∫

U (d)
(U ⊗ U ∗)ρ(U ⊗ U ∗)†dU, (17)

where dU is the Haar measure representing uniform distribu-
tion over the unitary group U (d). Now, the minimal work cost
of the quantum twirling on φ is given by kBT ln ‖T (�φ)‖∞
[10], where �φ is the projector onto the support of the state
φ. Because φ is pure, we have �φ = φ. Since ‖ρiso‖∞ =
F(ρiso) and T (φ) is an isotropic state, the minimal work
cost of quantum twirling is kBT lnF[T (φ)]. By assuming the

existence of P
1
2 −ε

T (|φ〉〈φ|), which can extract WTotal[T (|φ〉〈φ|)], we
use the result for the isotropic state to conclude the following
approximation for pure states achieving F[T (φ)] > 1

d
:

WTotal(φ) ≈ −kBT lnF[T (φ)] + kBT lnF[T (φ)]d2

= kBT ln d2, (18)

up to the precision of δεkBT ln 2. This is the value predicted
by Landauer’s principle [5,11,16] (note that, however, this is
still an approximation because the result for isotropic states is
not exact). See Fig. 2 for the schematic interpretation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we try to connect quantum thermodynamics
and quantum nonlocality. Consider a given state ρ ∈ L(Cd ⊗
Cd ) with dimension d = 2l with l ∈ N, we prove an inequality
which shows that ρ can induce work gain under the local
erasure process deterministic in the iid limit if F(ρ), its fully
entangled fraction (FEF), is larger than 1

d
, thereby connecting

work gain under the erasure process to the usefulness of
quantum teleportation [27].

By considering work extraction under temperature T as
a process mapping the initial state ρ with a fully degenerate
Hamiltonian to the Gibbs state in T with the same Hamiltonian
(therefore I

d2 ), we derive an approximation for the optimal
deterministic extractable work in the iid limit, with three pre-
requisites and an error in the energy scale, which is small in the
large system limit. The prerequisites of this approximation also
serve as a sufficient condition of the approximate saturation
of our first main result. Moreover, a simple picture of the
optimal work extraction process deterministic in the iid limit
is proposed by this approximation. When it is applicable to the
isotropic state, we further obtain a possible thermodynamic
interpretation of the FEF: up to an error in the energy scale,
the FEF of isotropic states is conceptually equivalent to the
minimal work cost (deterministic in the iid limit) of the
local erasure process. When we focus on pure states, an
improved version of the approximation can be derived. The
results we obtained can be a starting point of future research
on the interface of quantum thermodynamics and quantum
nonlocality.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Proof. From Ref. [36], we learn that

S(A|B)ρ = lim
ε→0

lim
k→∞

1

k
Hε

min(A⊗k|B⊗k)ρ⊗k

:= lim
ε→0

lim
k→∞

1

k
sup

‖η−ρ⊗k‖B<ε

Hmin(A⊗k|B⊗k)η, (A1)

where ‖ρ − σ‖B := √
2 − 2F (ρ,σ ) is the Bures distance [36]

(F is the fidelity defined in Ref. [9]). According to Theorem 2
in Ref. [36], we have

Hmin(A|B)ρ = − log2[Q(A|B)ρd], (A2)

with

Q(A|B)ρ := max
E

〈�+
d |(IA ⊗ E)(ρ)|�+

d 〉, (A3)

where E : L(Cd ) → L(Cd ) is a CPTPM. Substituting
the above form, using Lemma 3, and noting the fact
Q(A⊗k|B⊗k)ρ⊗k � F(ρ⊗k) � F(ρ)k , we conclude

S(A|B)ρ = − lim
ε→0

lim
k→∞

1

k
log2[Q(A⊗k|B⊗k)ρ⊗k dk]

� − lim
ε→0

lim
k→∞

1

k
log2 [F(ρ)d]k = − log2 F(ρ)d.

(A4)

�
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APPENDIX B: NOTES ON THE Q FUNCTION

To start with, let us define the Hilbert-Schmidt norm on an
operator X as the norm induced by the Hilbert-Schmidt inner
product [9]:

‖X‖2 :=
√

tr(X†X). (B1)

First, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Q(A|B)ρ is continuous on ρ ∈ L(Cd ⊗ Cd ) with

the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.
Proof. Given ‖ρ − σ‖2 < ε, there exists a CPTPM Eε

achieving [we choose Q(A|B)ρ = 〈�+
d |(IA ⊗ Eε)(ρ)|�+

d 〉
when Q(A|B)ρ � Q(A|B)σ and Q(A|B)σ = 〈�+

d |(IA ⊗
Eε)(σ )|�+

d 〉 when Q(A|B)ρ � Q(A|B)σ ]

|Q(A|B)ρ − Q(A|B)σ |
� |〈�+

d |(IA ⊗ Eε)(ρ)|�+
d 〉 − 〈�+

d |(IA ⊗ Eε)(σ )|�+
d 〉|

= |〈�+
d |(IA ⊗ Eε)(ρ − σ )|�+

d 〉|
= |tr[(IA ⊗ E†

ε )(|�+
d 〉〈�+

d |)(ρ − σ )]|

= 1

d
|tr[J (E†

ε )(ρ − σ )]|, (B2)

where J is the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism [37]. Now,
we use the following generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
of operators proved by Bhatia, which holds for arbitrary
operators X and Y and arbitrary unitarily invariant norms ‖ · ‖
[38,39]:

‖ |X†Y | 1
2 ‖2 � ‖X‖ ‖Y‖, (B3)

where a norm ‖ · ‖ is unitarily invariant if ‖UXV ‖ = ‖X‖
holds for all operators X and unitary operators U and V . Since
‖ · ‖2 is unitarily invariant, direct computation shows that

‖X‖2‖Y‖2 � ‖ |X†Y | 1
2 ‖2

2

= tr
[|X†Y | 1

2 , †|X†Y | 1
2
] = tr|X†Y |. (B4)

This implies (note that the inequality |tr(A)| � tr|A| holds for
any operator A1)

1

d
|tr[J (E†

ε )(ρ − σ )]| � 1

d
tr|J (E†

ε )(ρ − σ )|

� 1

d
‖J (E†

ε )‖2‖ρ − σ‖2 � 1

d
‖ρ − σ‖2 <

ε

d
. (B5)

Note that ‖J (E†
ε )‖2 � 1 since J (E†

ε ) is a normalized state due
to the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism theorem [37]. This
completes the proof. �

Now, we are in position to prove the following result.

1To prove |tr(A)| � tr|A| for an arbitrary operator A, we first choose
the polar decomposition [9] as A = UJ , where U is unitary and
J is positive. Then one can see it remains to prove |tr(UJ )| �
tr(J ), where J is nothing but |A|. To show this, let us write the
spectrum decomposition [9] as J = ∑

n an|φn〉〈φn|, where {|φn〉} is
an orthonormal basis of the given state space and an � 0 ∀ n. Then
direct computation shows |tr(UJ )| = |∑n,m〈φm|Ubn|φn〉〈φn|φm〉| =
| ∑n〈φn|U |φn〉bn| �

∑
n |〈φn|U |φn〉|bn �

∑
n bn = tr(J ).

Lemma 3. If F(ρ) > 1
d

, then for all k ∈ N and ε ∈ (0,1),
there exists 0 � o(ε) � log2 ( 2ε

1−2ε
+ 1) such that

inf
‖η−ρ⊗k‖B<ε

log2 Q(A⊗k|B⊗k)η= log2 Q(A⊗k|B⊗k)ρ⊗k+o(ε).

(B6)

Proof. Consider a fixed k value and a fixed ε ∈ (0,1). We
first note the relation ‖ρ − σ‖2 � 2‖ρ − σ‖B .2 This means
‖η − ρ⊗k‖2 < 2ε if ‖η − ρ⊗k‖B < ε. When ‖η − ρ⊗k‖B < ε,
Lemma 2 implies

|Q(A⊗k|B⊗k)ρ⊗k − Q(A⊗k|B⊗k)η| � 1

dk
‖ρ⊗k − η‖2 <

2ε

dk
.

(B7)

For ρ with F(ρ) > 1
d

, the function Q(A⊗k|B⊗k)ρ⊗k only
takes values from the interval ( 1

dk ,1]. Hence, if |x − y| < 2ε
dk for

some x ∈ ( 1
dk ,1] and y ∈ ( 1−2ε

dk ,1] (assume x � y without loss
of generality), we have | log2 x − log2 y| < log2 ( 2ε

dky
+ 1) <

log2 ( 2ε
1−2ε

+ 1). Substituting x = Q(A⊗k|B⊗k)ρ⊗k and y =
Q(A⊗k|B⊗k)η and considering ‖η − ρ⊗k‖B < ε, we conclude

inf
‖η−ρ⊗k‖B<ε

log2 Q(A⊗k|B⊗k)η

= log2 Q(A⊗k|B⊗k)ρ⊗k − o(ε), (B8)

with the function o(ε) satisfying 0 � o(ε) �
log2 ( 2ε

1−2ε
+ 1). �

APPENDIX C: PROOF OF EQ. (13)

Proof. First, we consider a fixed ε ∈ (0,1). For a
given k, we choose  = √

k for ρ⊗k in Supplementary
Corollary I.2 in Ref. [11], where their S amounts to
our system S and Q is now a trivial system (with
dimension 1) because we want to study work extraction
on S. Then this corollary implies the existence of a work
extraction process PW

ρ⊗k such that 1
k
W (PW

ρ⊗k ) � kBT ln d2 −
[ 1
k
H ε

max(ρ⊗k) + 1√
k
]kBT ln 2, except with a probability of

at most

√
2

−√
k

2 + 12ε. Here we use the notation Hε
max(η) =

Hε
max(S|Q)η for the ε-smooth max-entropy of S conditional

on Q [11]. Using the fact limk→∞ 1
k
H ε

max(ρ⊗k) = S(ρ) ∀ ε ∈
(0,1), we conclude limk→∞ P { 1

k
W (PW

ρ⊗k ) � kBT ln d2 −
S(ρ)kBT ln 2 − δ} = 1 − √

12ε for all small enough values
δ > 0. In other words, this means for every δ > 0, there
exists kδ such that P { 1

k
W (PW

ρ⊗k ) � kBT ln d2 − S(ρ)kBT

ln 2 − δ} > 1 − √
12ε − δ ∀ k � kδ . For a fixed δ,

2Note that ‖ρ − σ‖2 � ‖ρ − σ‖1 � 2
√

1 − F (ρ,σ )2 �
2
√

2[1 − F (ρ,σ )] = 2‖ρ − σ‖B [9], where ‖A‖1 := tr|A| is
the trace norm. To see the fact ‖ρ − σ‖2 � ‖ρ − σ‖1, we first apply
polar decomposition [9] to write ρ − σ = UJ , where U is a unitary
operator and J is a positive operator. Then we have ‖ρ − σ‖2 = ‖J‖2

and ‖ρ − σ‖1 = ‖J‖1. Choose the spectrum decomposition [9]
as J = ∑

n an|φn〉〈φn|, where {|φn〉} is an orthonormal basis and
an � 0 ∀ n. One can verify that ‖J‖2

2 = ∑
n a2

n � (
∑

n an)2 = ‖J‖2
1,

which proves the desired result.
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we let ε → 0 and obtain P { 1
k
W (PW

ρ⊗k ) � kBT ln d2 −
S(ρ)kBT ln 2 − δ} > 1 − δ ∀ k � kδ . This implies
kBT ln d2 − S(ρ)kBT ln 2 − δ � WTotal(ρ) for all δ > 0.
Letting δ → 0 will result in the desired inequality. �

APPENDIX D: PROOF OF THEOREM 2

We first prove the following proposition, which is a
general version of Theorem 2 [recall we define Smin(ρ) :=
min {S(ρA),S(ρB)}].

Proposition 1. Given 0 < ε � 1
2 and δ > δε := −3 ln ε.

If (i) F(ρ) > 1
d

, (ii) there exists P
1
2 −ε
ρ which

can extract WTotal(ρ), and (iii) −δε < log2 ‖ρ‖∞ −
[log2 F(ρ)d − Smin(ρ)] < δ − δε , then we have

∣∣∣∣WTotal(ρ)

kBT ln 2
− [log2 F(ρ)d3 − Smin(ρ)]

∣∣∣∣ < δ. (D1)

Proof. From Lemma 1, Eq. (13), and Refs. [12,16], we
obtain

kBT ln d2 − [Hε
min(ρ) + 3 ln ε]kBT ln 2

> WTotal(ρ) � kBT ln d2 − S(ρ)kBT ln 2

� kBT lnF(ρ)d3 − Smin(ρ)kBT ln 2, (D2)

where [12]

Hε
min(ρ) := sup

‖η−ρ‖B<ε

(− log2 ‖η‖∞) � − log2 ‖ρ‖∞. (D3)

This implies

log2 d2 + log2 ‖ρ‖∞ − 3 ln ε >
WTotal(ρ)

kBT ln 2

� log2 F(ρ)d3 − Smin(ρ). (D4)

Hence, a sufficient condition for the inequality
|WTotal(ρ)

kBT ln 2 − [log2 F(ρ)d3 − Smin(ρ)]| < δ reads

0 < log2 ‖ρ‖∞ − [log2 F(ρ)d − Smin(ρ)] + δε < δ, (D5)

where δε := −3 ln ε > 0 is the best precision that we may
have, since it is the lower bound of all the allowed δ values.
Note that being larger than 0 is necessary to guarantee no
contradiction. �

We are now in position to prove Theorem 2.
Proof. To begin with, note that WEr(ρ) � kBT lnF(ρ)d for

state ρ with F(ρ) > 1
d

from Theorem 1, and WTotal(ρ) �
δkBT ln 2 + kBT ln 2[log2 F(ρ)d3 − Smin(ρ)] if it is possi-

ble to choose P
1
2 −ε
ρ to extract WTotal(ρ) and log2 ‖ρ‖∞ =

log2 F(ρ)d − Smin(ρ) (hence we can choose δ ≈ δε :=
−3 ln ε), which is due to Theorem 2. Then direct computation
shows [choose Smin(ρ) = S(ρB) without loss of generality]

0 � WTotal(ρ) − [kBT ln d2 − Smin(ρ)kBT ln 2 + WEr(ρ)]

� δkBT ln 2 + kBT lnF(ρ)d − WEr(ρ)

� δkBT ln 2 ≈ δεkBT ln 2, (D6)

where the first inequality follows from the fact that kBT ln d2 −
Smin(ρ)kBT ln 2 + WEr(ρ) can be interpreted as the determin-
istic work gain (in the iid limit) of a particular work extraction
process (see Fig. 1), thereby being smaller than the optimal
one, i.e., WTotal(ρ). This implies, up to the energy scale
δεkBT ln 2, the desired results. �
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